Abstract We evaluate models for the predicted diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion using observations based upon the Global Positioning System (GPS). The GPS-based observations are composed of 10 year continuous time series of polar motion estimates with 15 min temporal resolution. Predicted effects account for the contributions from ocean tide angular momentum and libration. We consider two models for the predicted ocean tide effects, both of which have their heritage with the so-called TPXO hydrodynamic models of the ocean tide heights and currents that assimilate satellite altimetry, for example, Egbert et al. (1994) and Egbert and Erofeeva (2002) . When considering libration effects we use the model from Mathews and Bretagnon (2003) . Of the models considered in this study, the best consistency with the GPS-based observations is achieved with predictions from the most recent (version 8) TPXO-based model for ocean tide effects together with the model for libration effects. This combination demonstrates closure of the budget between predicted and GPS-based observations at the level of less than 10, 2, and 5 μas in prograde diurnal, prograde semidiurnal, and retrograde semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion, respectively. The observations also demonstrate inconsistency between the older TPXO-based model for ocean tide effects and the libration model, both of which are currently recommended by the International Earth Rotation Service.
Introduction
Through the conservation of angular momentum, mass redistribution within the Earth system and the application of external torques to that system cause variations in the rotation of the solid Earth [e.g., Munk and Macdonald, 1960] . These variations are typically decomposed into the axial and non-axial components of the Earth's rotation vector, namely, the Earth's rotation rate and the orientation of the rotation axis, respectively. The variations in the orientation of the rotation axis are typically segregated into polar motion and nutation components given that observations of the rotation axis are dependent on the viewing reference frame. Variations with frequency ω as observed in the terrestrial reference frame appear as variations with frequency ω + Ω when observed in the celestial reference frame [e.g., Gross, 2015] , where Ω is the mean rotation rate of the Earth of 1 cycle per sidereal day (cpsd). By convention [e.g., Petit and Luzum, 2010] , nutation is considered to represent variations of the Earth's rotation axis with frequencies between À1.5 and À0.5 cpsd as viewed in the terrestrial reference frame or alternatively frequencies within ±0.5 cpsd as viewed in the celestial frame (see, for example, a historical discussion by Gross [2015] ). Positive and negative frequencies indicate prograde and retrograde variations of the rotation axis, respectively. In effect, nutation is considered to be limited to the long-period variations of the rotation axis as viewed from the celestial reference frame, while polar motion represents variations at all other periods. Hereinafter, we refer to frequencies in the terrestrial reference frame since the polar motion observations that we use are inherently in this frame.
In this paper, our objective is to evaluate predicted diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion with observations from the Global Positioning System (GPS) space geodetic technique. Diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion are predominantly caused by the ocean tides and have amplitudes of a few hundred microarcseconds (μas) [e.g., Chao et al., 1996] . Specifically, the redistribution of mass from the ocean tide heights causes variations in the Earth's inertia tensor, while the associated tidal currents cause variations in the relative angular momentum of the oceans with respect to the solid Earth. These are referred to as the mass and motion components of the ocean tide effects, respectively. The diurnal ocean tides certainly contribute to retrograde diurnal variations of the Earth's rotation axis. However, we follow conventions by considering them as contributing to observed nutation and do not evaluate them in this study. Modern models of nutation [e.g., Mathews et al., 2002] account for the effects of retrograde diurnal variations from the ocean tides, along with the significantly larger effects from external lunisolar torques acting on the Earth's equatorial bulge and retrograde diurnal variations caused by the solid Earth tides. An additional contribution to prograde diurnal tidal variations in polar motion results from external lunisolar tidal torques acting on the triaxial Earth figure, with amplitudes up to 16 μas [e.g., Chao et al., 1991; Getino et al., 2001; Brzeziński and Capitaine, 2002; Mathews and Bretagnon, 2003] . We follow Chao et al. [1991] by also referring to these as the libration effects on polar motion. Atmospheric pressure and wind also contribute to diurnal and semidiurnal polar motion but are not considered in this study. While these effects are considered as non-tidal in origin they have non-negligible contributions to polar motion at the S 1 and S 2 (once and twice per solar day, respectively) tidal frequencies and are estimated to have amplitudes of less than 10 μas [Brzeziński et al., 2004] . These atmospheric effects also cause non-gravitational contributions to the ocean tides, again primarily in the S 1 and S 2 frequencies [e.g., Ray and Egbert, 2004] . Our approach likely accounts for the non-gravitational contribution to S 2 ocean tide angular momentum but not S 1 , because we use the explicitly provided model of S 2 that is constrained by altimeter observations while inferring S 1 from other tidal frequencies (see Appendix A). We use the GPS-based observations to evaluate the performance of the current, but at least decade-old, conventional model for predicted ocean tide effects [Petit and Luzum, 2010] against a more recent model, as well as their respective compatibility with the model for libration effects.
Models of the ocean tide heights and currents are needed to predict their effects on variations of the Earth's rotation [Gross, 1993] . These effects were originally predicted from theoretical ocean tide models [e.g., Brosche et al., 1989; Seiler, 1991] . However, significant advances in predicting these effects have been achieved by using ocean tide models that incorporate almost global sea surface height observations from satellite altimetry [e.g., Chao et al., 1996] . The satellite altimeter data are particularly useful for mapping the ocean tide heights, which are needed to predict the mass component of tidal variations in Earth rotation. The motion component, however, requires knowledge of the tidal currents and ocean depths. Simplified Laplace equations of motion were initially applied to determine the required tidal currents from the global altimeter-based tide height maps [e.g., Ray et al., 1994; Chao et al., 1996] . Subsequently, hydrodynamic ocean tide models constrained by, or assimilating, the altimeter observations were also used, since they explicitly solve for tidal currents (and tide heights) through the rigorous application of equations of motion over the oceans. These hydrodynamic models have an additional benefit in that they provide a dynamic approach for essentially extrapolating the tide heights and currents to the polar latitudes that may not be sampled by the altimeters. They also benefit from assimilating tide gauge observations in these, and other, regions. The current International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) conventions for the predicted effects of the diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tides on polar motion and rotation rate [Petit and Luzum, 2010] (hereinafter referred to as the IERS 2010 model) are derived from the altimetry-dependent hydrodynamic model of Egbert et al. [1994] , referred to as Model C in Chao et al. [1996] . That same model from Chao et al. [1996] was also used by Mathews et al. [2002] to account for the ocean tide contribution to nutation. Here we derive the predicted effects of the diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tides on polar motion using the TPXO8 altimeter-dependent model. This model is a more recent version of the model described by Egbert and Erofeeva [2002] as well as Model C that was used by Chao et al. [1996] . The TPXO8 model effectively incorporates longer durations of the altimeter observations and has higher spatial resolution than its predecessors. It also assimilates tide gauge observations, perhaps most importantly including those in polar regions not sampled by the altimeters, to improve global performance.
Data from the space geodetic techniques provide observations of the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion. Historically, observations have been most extensively determined using the very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) technique [e.g., Herring and Dong, 1994; Gipson, 1996; Artz et al., 2011] . This technique is faced with the challenge of a relatively small network and gaps between intensive observation campaigns but benefits from a lengthy historical data record. Diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion observed by satellite laser ranging tracking have also been determined [Watkins and Eanes, 1994] , but this technique is faced with the challenge of sparse and non-uniform data. Global networks of terrestrial GPS stations are also being increasingly used to generate observations of diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion [e.g., Rothacher et al., 2001; Sibois, 2011] . The GPS approach has the benefit of continuously available data and a global network that has been growing since the early 1990s. However, the GPS approach is prone to systematic errors most significantly from mismodeling of solar radiation pressure forces acting on the satellites and therefore potentially at solar tidal frequencies. Recently, Artz et al. [2012] have used a combination of VLBI and GPS data but they concede that their diurnal and semidiurnal tidal polar motion estimates are dominated by the GPS data.
Our approach for evaluating predicted with observed diurnal and semidiurnal tidal variations in polar motion is to apply background models for the predicted tidal effects when generating GPS-based polar motion observations. We then generate continuous time series of residual polar motion with 15 min temporal resolution using data from global networks of GPS tracking stations. These observations of residual polar motion reflect remaining unmodeled effects (e.g., atmospheric effects in this case) and errors in the background models. We use observed residual signals at tidal frequencies as a measure of deficiencies in the background models. This contrasts to the alternative approach that explicitly compares predicted and observed tidal amplitudes and phases or alternatively in-phase and quadrature terms [e.g., Artz et al., 2011; Englich et al., 2007] . In the latter approach, observations of the tidal components are determined either directly through inclusion into the normal equations associated with the geodetic data or indirectly from high-frequency (e.g., sub-hourly, hourly, or 2 h) time series of observed polar motion that have been generated without the application of background models.
We compare the performance of two models of predicted diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tide contributions to polar motion. The first is the IERS 2010 model that has been recommended for over a decade. The second is based upon our computations of predicted effects as derived from the more recent TPXO8 ocean tide model. Since TPXO8 is a more recent version of the ocean tide model used to derive the IERS 2010 model for ocean tide effects on Earth rotation (Model C from Chao et al. [1996] ), results from this study provide an additional external metric to evaluate enhancements to these models. We consider each model of ocean tide effects with and without application of the predicted diurnal libration effects using the IERS conventional model from Mathews and Bretagnon [2003] . Of interest is the consistency of the sum total of the predicted ocean tide and libration effects with observed prograde diurnal polar motion, since the predictions of each effect are completely independent of each other. The best consistency should result in the lowest observed residual diurnal tidal signal. Note that Chao et al. [1996] found that the respective accuracies of the predicted ocean tide effects and VLBI-based observations available at that time were insufficient to evaluate their model of the libration effects. Other studies [e.g., Artz et al., 2012] have found incompatibilities between their observations and the IERS 2010 models for predicted ocean tide and libration effects. Consistent with our previously stated approach to exclude evaluation of nutation in this study, we always apply the background nutation model from Mathews et al. [2002] , as recommended by the current IERS conventions [Petit and Luzum, 2010] , when generating the GPS-based polar motion time series. In effect, this means that we always use Model C from Chao et al. [1996] , in the manner in which it has been applied to that nutation model, to account for the ocean tide effects on retrograde diurnal motion of the rotation axis.
Predicted Ocean Tide Effects on Polar Motion
The geodetic techniques report polar motion as the location of the rotation axis in the direction of the Greenwich and 90°W meridians, p 1 and p 2 (or x and y directions), respectively. These are related to the prograde (p) and retrograde (r) components as follows, with respective amplitudes and phases, A p , A r , α p , and α r [e.g., Chao et al., 1996] .
(1)
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The astronomical tidal argument, θ(t) = ωt + β, is a function of the tidal frequency, ω, and associated phase, β.
We compute the predicted effects of the ocean tides on polar motion following the approach adopted by Gross [1993] and Chao et al. [1996] . Specifically, we use equation 4.18 of Sasao and Wahr [1981] provided in the frequency domain, given the relationship between nutation and reported polar motion from Gross [1992] . This computation of the predicted ocean tide effects on polar motion is repeated here for clarity.
In this equation ω fcn is the frequency of the Earth's free core nutation (À1-1/431.4 cpsd) [Mathews et al., 2002] , ω cw is the frequency of the Chandler wobble (1/434.3 cpsd with Q = 170) [Wilson and Vicente, 1980] ,
, a is the mean radius of the Earth, G is the universal gravitational constant, and A is the Earth's mean equatorial moment of inertia. The complex quantities c(t) = c 13 (t) + ic 23 (t) and h(t) = h 1 (t) + ih 2 (t) represent the equatorial (x and y) mass and motion components of the ocean tide contributions to polar motion, respectively. The former represents perturbations to the indicated components of the Earth's inertia tensor from the redistribution of mass associated with the ocean tide heights. The latter represents the perturbations to oceanic angular momentum relative to the solid Earth from the ocean tide currents. Similarly, variations in the Earth's rotation rate, or length-of-day (LOD), are dependent on perturbations to the polar moment of inertia, c 33 (t), and axial (z) component of relative angular momentum, h 3 (t) [e.g., see Gross, 1993, equation (6) ]. Formulas for computing each of these quantities are provided, for example, in equations (1) and (2) from Chao and Ray [1997] . The angular momentum functions are actually functions of mass transport, namely, the product of ocean depth and tidal ocean current velocities. Here we also use a value of 1035 kg/m 3 for the density of sea water.
We use version 8 of the TPXO model, TPXO8, for the eight primary diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tides to compute the respective mass and motion contributions to angular momentum, as shown in Table 1 . This is a more recent version of the hydrodynamic model from Egbert et al. [1994] and Egbert and Erofeeva [2002] that assimilates satellite altimeter measurements of tide heights. The model provides global maps of tide heights and two-dimensional (east-west and north-south) mass transport. The model is distributed with 2 min global spatial resolution in latitude and longitude. The released tidal fields are based upon a 1/6th-degree global data assimilative model merged with 33 higher resolution (1/30th-degree) regional solutions (G. Egbert, personal communication, 2016) . The model's provision of mass transport, rather than tidal currents, is convenient for predicting variations in the Earth orientation parameters (EOPs), which include polar motion and LOD. The predicted mass transport perhaps has some benefit in having improved consistency with the accurate tide height measurements provided by the satellite altimeter measurements. Only the equatorial, x and y, components of angular momentum are required for predicting the effects of the ocean tides on polar motion and nutation. However, for completeness and consistency, Table 1 also provides the axial, z, component as it can be applied toward predicting tidal variations in LOD. Table 1 we intentionally adopt the Greenwich phase lag convention that is typically adopted by most ocean tide models and that was used in Table 3 of Chao et al. [1996] . Recall that their values are based upon one of the early versions of the TPXO ocean tide model. Vector differences between the TPXO8-based values with those from Chao et al. [1996] . This suggests that the most significant evolution in the TPXO tide modeling approach has been with the determination of mass transport. This is perhaps as expected given that the long-wavelength components of the ocean tide heights needed to predict the mass component have been well determined from the altimeter observations. Although, advances in modeling the ocean tides at the polar latitudes not sampled by the altimeters [e.g., Ray et al., 1996] are also important for accurate determination of these long-wavelength components.
To determine the significance of these differences in the ocean tide angular momentum budget we apply them toward predicting their impact on the EOPs. However, explicit ocean tide models are not provided for all tidal frequencies in the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal spectrum. In the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal bands they are usually provided for at least the eight primary components shown in Table 1 . The typical approach is to then infer the ocean tide response, and consequently their predicted effects on the EOPs, at other tidal frequencies by assuming a smooth unit relative response within each tidal band, or within narrow bands close to those primary frequencies. Appendix A provides details on the response function approach that we used to compute the TPXO8-based predicted effects of the ocean tides on the EOPs at all diurnal and semidiurnal tidal frequencies. We determine smooth response functions for each of the EOPs and in each of the diurnal and semidiurnal bands using the respective predicted variations at the primary frequencies explicitly provided by the TPXO8 model. Appendix A also provides tables of the respective predicted diurnal and semidiurnal variations in polar motion and LOD at 159 tidal frequencies. Although our primary objective is to evaluate polar motion, we also compute and provide predicted LOD variations. For complete consistency we simultaneously apply background models of the TPXO8-based predicted tidal variations in polar motion and LOD when generating the respective GPS-based observations of residual polar motion. Similarly, when generating GPS-based observations of residual polar motion with the IERS 2010 background model we use values of predicted tidal variations in polar motion and LOD as provided in Tables 8.2a, 8.2b, 8.3a, and 8.3b of Petit and Luzum [2010] . These IERS 2010 values at 71 tidal frequencies were determined by applying a smooth response approach to the Chao et al.
[1996] Model C predicted EOP variations at the eight primary frequencies.
Our approach for evaluating differences between polar motion predictions from different ocean tide models can be considered as follows. Each individual model for the x and y polar motion variations, p 1 and p 2 , respectively, can be considered to have coefficients C x , S x , C y , and S y for the in-phase (cosine) and quadrature (sine) components of the tidal argument θ(t) (see equation (1)). Respective differences between models, or model errors, are represented by δC x , δS x , δC y , and δS y . From equation (1), each of the prograde and retrograde polar motion vectors is then as follows.
A r cos α r þiA r sin α r ¼ 1 2
Subsequently, we use the amplitudes of the differences in each of the prograde and retrograde polar motion vectors to evaluate model discrepancies.
Prograde :
Retrograde :
As expected, the most significant differences between the TPXO8-based values and those from the IERS 2010 model are in the eight primary diurnal and semidiurnal tidal components, as is evident from Figure 1 . Polar motion differences are largest in the diurnal band with amplitudes of 2.8, 20.4, 9.4, and 30.5 μas for the Q 1 , O 1 , P 1 , and K 1 retrograde components, respectively. In the semidiurnal band, differences in the prograde (retrograde) components are 1.4 (4.2), 5.4 (5.3), 4.9 (10.1), and 2.1 (3.7) μas for the N 2 , M 2 , S 2 , and K 2 , components, respectively. Length-of-day differences are largest for the O 1 , K 1 , M 2 , S 2 , and K 2 components with amplitudes of 3.0, 12.2, 14.8, 13.2, and 5.2 microseconds (μs), respectively. Most importantly, these differences are at the same level as, or larger than, the total effects of libration on diurnal polar motion and semidiurnal LOD. They are therefore significant with regard to closing the budget between observed and predicted tidal variations in the EOPs.
Evaluation Using GPS-Based Polar Motion Observations
We use GPS-based observations to evaluate models for the predicted effects of the ocean tides and libration on diurnal and semidiurnal polar motion. Our approach applies background models for the predicted effects [1996] . Differences are shown for (top) prograde polar motion, (middle) retrograde polar motion, and (bottom) length-of-day. The root-sumsquare of these differences are 39.5 μas, 13.0 μas, and 24.8 μs, respectively. Both models being differenced have no diurnal retrograde components by convention. Tables 5.1a and 5.1b in Petit and Luzum [2010] . In all cases, daily values of polar motion and Earth rotation rate from the IERS EOPC04 time series are also applied as background nominal values when processing the GPS data. In effect, these daily values serve to model variations in the EOPs at periods longer than 2 days. However, they also contain daily averages of errors in the background models of diurnal and semidiurnal EOP variations that were applied when generating those values. The IERS 2010 model is likely to have been used by most of the contributors to these daily time series given that it has been the recommended model for over a decade. Also, in all cases the conventional nutation model from Mathews et al. [2002] is applied, serving to model diurnal retrograde motion of the rotation axis caused by the ocean tides and other effects, as mentioned earlier.
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The GPS processing approach essentially follows that described in Sibois [2011] . Independent GPS network solutions are performed daily using data spanning 3 days, with each solution also estimating GPS satellite and station states, as well as tropospheric delay at each station. A potential benefit from applying background models of polar motion is to mitigate the impact of correlations between other parameters in the GPS network solutions on the estimated residual polar motion parameters of interest to this study [e.g., Sibois, 2011] . In each 3 day network solution polar motion is estimated at 15 min intervals using 5 min GPS tracking data from 60 globally distributed terrestrial GPS sites. The positions of approximately 25% of the stations are fixed to the International Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Service (IGS) realization of the 2008 International Terrestrial Reference Frame [Altamimi et al., 2011] , while the remainder are estimated. The 10 year time series of residual polar motion are then generated by accumulating the middle 24 h of 15 min estimates from each daily 3 day solution. This approach inherently has the risk of introducing daily discontinuities which can manifest as harmonics of the 24 h period. However, these are mitigated through our approach to estimate residual, rather than total, polar motion.
Equations (3) and (4) are similarly applied to evaluating the background models. In this case, C x , S x , C y , and S y represent the coefficients of the background models. Spectral decompositions of the GPS-based observed residual polar motion time series then provide estimates of δC x , δS x , δC y , and δS y . In this case, these coefficients represent residual errors in the background models, namely, the difference between total observed and background model prograde and retrograde vectors, and systematic errors introduced by the GPS processing approach. The amplitude of the error vector is then provided by equation (4).
The case that applies background models for the sum total of the ocean tide and libration effects on the EOPs using the TPXO8-based predictions of the ocean tide effects is chosen as a reference solution. Figure 2 shows that the background noise in the GPS-based time series of residual polar motion is mostly below 2 μas in the prograde diurnal tidal band, and always below 1 μas in the prograde and retrograde semidiurnal tidal bands. The exception is within ±0.05 cycles per day (cpd) of the 1 cpd diurnal frequency where background noise and systematic signals reach 5-10 μas. Our approach for accumulating the 10 year time series from the middle 24 h of 3 day solutions as well as expected systematic errors from mismodeling solar radiation pressure forces on the GPS satellites are likely contributors to larger errors near 1 cpd. The largest residual signal is at a frequency of 0.983 cpd (24.4 h) and has an amplitude of 11 μas but does not correspond to any known tidal frequency. Otherwise, residual signals primarily occur at the tidal frequencies and are clearly distinguishable above the background noise. In the prograde diurnal band the residual errors in the background models are always less than 10 μas, and in the prograde semidiurnal band they are all less than 2 μas. With the exception of S 2 , residual errors in the retrograde semidiurnal band are less than 5 μas. Recall that we have not accounted for atmospheric effects that are known to have contributions at the S 1 and S 2 tidal frequencies of less than 10 μas [Brzeziński et al., 2004] . Larger residual signals in the retrograde semidiurnal band than prograde are expected since the total signal is at least 3 times larger. Of note are the residual signals at the OO 1 , 2 N 2 , and μ 2 tidal frequencies which have residual signal with similar amplitudes as the total predicted background models themselves. As described in Appendix A, we expect larger errors for tidal frequencies, such as these, that are outside of the range spanned by the primary frequencies from which the EOPs are derived for the respective tidal bands.
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As an alternative approach, we also perform a least squares analysis of the reference GPS-based residual polar motion time series, estimating only the tidal signals along with bias, drift, and harmonic signals at periods of 4, 4.8, 6, 8, and 32.9 h. Systematic signals at the level of 1-5 μas are observed at these periods but clearly non-tidal in origin. The error coefficients δC x , δS x , δC y , and δS y are explicitly estimated at 180 narrow tidal bands. A constant relative response of all tidal frequencies within 1 cycle per year of each primary frequency in each of those bands is assumed. The formal (1 sigma) errors of the estimated error coefficients at tidal frequencies are all on the order of 0.1-0.3 μas, except for S 1 at 0.4 μas, suggesting they have accuracies of better than 1.5 μas even if using a conservative 5 sigma estimate of the errors. The resulting prograde and retrograde error vector amplitudes (equations (4a) and (4b)), as shown in Table 2 , agree well with the spectral decomposition in Figure 2 , especially for the semidiurnal frequencies where the background noise is low. Discrepancies of up to 2 μas are apparent for the prograde diurnal frequencies, especially for frequencies near 1 cpd where the background systematic signals are larger and not explicitly accommodated in the least squares approach. The results in Table 2 reinforce that all residual tidal signals are less than 10 μas when using background models with the TPXO8-based ocean tide effects together with the libration effects. model the increase is always less than 1 μas with one exception. Overall, these results suggest that the TPXO8-based model provides minimal impact on the minor tidal components compared to the IERS 2010 model. In the one exception, the amplitude of the residual error in the prograde P 1 component increases by 5 μas when using the TPXO8-based model. The least squares approach used to generate Table 2 indicates that the TPXO8 and IERS 2010 models result in similar (within 0.1 μas) residual variations at the prograde O 1 tidal component. Similarly, in the spectral approach used to generate Figure 3 the closest reported frequency to the O 1 component shows residual variations from the TPXO8 and IERS 2010 models agreeing to within 0.2 μas, while the other (further) surrounding frequency shows agreement to within 2.0 μas. However, Figure 3 (top) shows that the TPXO8 model results in a 7 μas reduction of residual variations at each of the two frequencies that are 0.0003 cpd away from the O 1 tidal component on both sides (higher and lower). These two frequencies do not correspond to known tidal terms. They appear to reflect systematic errors that manifest in the IERS 2010-based residual time series only, since their amplitudes are reduced to less than 1.2 μas in the respective TPXO8-based time series.
Figure 3 (middle and bottom panels) also shows prograde diurnal polar motion results from two additional cases, where the two considered background models of ocean tide effects are applied without the libration models. Corresponding results for semidiurnal prograde and retrograde polar motion are not explicitly shown because they agree to within the background noise level with the respective cases where the libration model was applied. This is expected because libration has no impact on semidiurnal polar motion. Most importantly, the application of the libration model together with the TPXO8-based ocean tide model performs better than when the libration model is not applied, as evidenced by smaller amplitudes of the residual errors. In contrast, the IERS 2010 ocean tide model performs better, namely, has smaller residual errors, when the libration model is not simultaneously applied. This suggests that the TPXO8-based model for ocean tide effects has better consistency with the libration model than does the IERS 2010 model.
The GPS-based time series provide an opportunity to consider residual errors in retrograde diurnal polar motion but should be interpreted with caution due to the inherent relationship to nutation and the challenge in observing nutation with satellite geodetic techniques [Rothacher et al., 2001] . In the reference case (TPXO8-based ocean tide with libration effects), the only tidal components with observed residual signal above 4 μas are P 1 , S 1 , and K 1 with amplitudes of 7, 11, and 5 μas, respectively. When using the IERS 2010 model instead, the respective amplitudes are very similar at 7, 10, and 7 μas, respectively. This is as expected since the same nutation model has been used to generate the respective GPS-based residual time series.
Conclusion
High-frequency GPS-based observations of polar motion are shown to provide an effective means to evaluate models of the predicted effects of the ocean tides and libration in the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal bands. These observations appear to be capable of discerning diurnal and semidiurnal variations with accuracies of 1-2 μas. As such, they provide an additional approach to evaluating the long-wavelength components of global models of the ocean tide heights and currents [e.g., Stammer et al., 2014] . The TPXO8 ocean tide model, a more recent version of the model for the ocean tide effects that has been recommended by the IERS for the last two decades, shows two notable improvements over its predecessor. Residual polar 
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motion variations at the primary tidal frequencies are, with the exception of P 1 , always smaller when using the more recent model. Most significantly the residual signal at the K 1 tidal frequency is smaller by 16 μas.
Residual tidal variations in polar motion are always below 10, 2, and 5 μas for the prograde diurnal, prograde semidiurnal, and retrograde semidiurnal (except S 2 ) tidal components, respectively. The residual signals at the primary tidal frequencies correspond to approximately 2-15% of the respective total predicted signal. In addition, the more recent model shows improved consistency with the conventional model for the effects of libration, again through smaller observed residual polar motion variations.
Nevertheless, some remaining weaknesses in the TPXO8 ocean tide model and the approach in which we apply it to predicting EOP variations are observed. Residual variations for the P 1 tide increase by 5 μas compared to its predecessor. In addition, residual variations at those frequencies that lie on the outer edges of the tidal bands (e.g., 2 N 2 , μ 2 , and OO 1 ) have similar amplitudes to the respective total predicted effects. This suggests that the smooth response functions that we applied to the EOPs are particularly deficient when they are used to extrapolate, rather than interpolate, predicted variations from the explicitly provided primary tidal frequencies. The particular application of using ocean tide models to predict EOP variations is likely to benefit from explicit modeling of the tide heights and currents at frequencies on the outer edges of the respective tidal bands. However, the tide-generating potential at these frequencies is significantly smaller so the challenge lies with generating sufficiently accurate altimeter-based observations of the respective tide heights.
The high-frequency GPS-based polar motion observations appear to have accuracies that may prove beneficial to evaluating smaller, and previously ignored, effects on diurnal and semidiurnal polar motion. In particular, the effects of the atmosphere at the S 1 and S 2 tidal frequencies are at the level of the respective 
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observed residual tidal signals [Brzeziński et al., 2004] and larger than the accuracies of the GPS observations. For those purposes, it would also become important to use a model for the observed S 1 ocean tide [e.g., Ray and Egbert, 2004, Appendix A] , as it includes a significant non-gravitational component. In addition, seasonal variations in the S 1 atmospheric angular momentum will contribute to apparent EOP variations at the P 1 and K 1 tidal frequencies and are therefore also worth considering when investigating remaining residual polar motion variations. They may have some bearing on the observed increase in residual P 1 polar motion variations when using the TPXO8 model for ocean tide effects. The GPS observations might also lend insight into models for the impact of the triaxial core on libration effects [Brzeziński and Mathews, 2003] , which have amplitudes similar to the accuracies of the GPS observations. Furthermore, the formulas that we have used to convert ocean tide angular momentum to predicted polar motion variations, from Sasao and Wahr [1981] , may be worth revisiting with more recent Earth models. Similarly, the observed improvements in predicting tidal variations in polar motion from a modern ocean tide model are likely to also provide benefits to predicting the related effects on nutation.
Appendix A: Earth Orientation Parameters Derived From Response Functions
Variants of smooth response assumptions are almost always used to determine the ocean tide response at frequencies that are not explicitly modeled. Specifically, the unit relative response in the frequency domain, often also referred to as the tidal admittance, is assumed to be smooth across some bandwidth [e.g., Munk and Cartwright, 1966] . This approach determines the tidal admittance by normalizing (i.e., dividing) the explicitly modeled tidal parameter, usually the tide heights and currents, by the respective tide-generating potential amplitude [e.g., Cartwright and Ray, 1990] . A smooth response function is then assumed and used to evaluate the tidal admittance at any frequency within the desired bandwidth. The tidal parameter at any frequency is then determined by rescaling (i.e., multiplying) the respective admittance by the associated tide-generating potential amplitude. We similarly apply the assumption of a smooth unit relative response to the EOPs. We assume smooth response functions for each of the three EOPs across each of the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal bands. The EOP predictions at the primary frequencies that are explicitly provided by the TPXO8 tide model are used to derive the response functions.
We consider factors that might introduce non-negligible deviations from a smooth response when choosing the tidal frequencies that provide the source of the respective response functions. For example, the observed solar diurnal and semidiurnal, S 1 and S 2 , ocean tides include a response to the gravitational lunisolar tidal potential and a non-trivial response to non-gravitational effects such as atmospheric forcing [e.g., Ray and Egbert, 2004] . The observed K 1 and K 2 ocean tides are likely to also contain atmospheric effects but at significantly smaller level relative to the tidal gravitational effects. Here we assume that those non-gravitational effects at K 1 and K 2 can be ignored at least with regard to inferring the ocean tides at other smaller-amplitude tidal frequencies. Meanwhile, the free core nutation resonance is expected to cause deviations from a smooth response of the ocean tides at nearby diurnal frequencies. Desai and Wahr [1995] show that the free core nutation resonance is expected to amplify the effective ocean tide-generating potential, and therefore the response, of the K 1 tide by 6% but by only 2% at the nearby P 1 frequency. An additional consideration is the frequency separation between the tidal components that are used to derive the smooth response functions. For example, the K 1 and P 1 tidal components are only separated by 0.0055 cycles per day so there is limited value, if any, in having both contribute to determination of the response functions.
Given these considerations, we derive EOP response functions using the respective TPXO8-based predicted variations for the Q 1 , O 1 , and K 1 tidal components in the diurnal band and N 2 , M 2 , and K 2 in the semidiurnal band. We use the free core nutation resonance functions from Desai and Wahr [1995, equations (20) and (22)] to determine the effective tide-generating potential amplitudes at the diurnal tidal frequencies when computing the unit response of the EOPs. Doing so mitigates the impact of the free core nutation resonance on the assumed diurnal response function. We use three independent parameters to define each of the diurnal and semidiurnal response functions, recognizing that we have predicted variations at only three independent frequencies in each tidal band. Of course, three-parameter response functions will exactly represent the predicted variations at those three frequencies. For the remaining two TPXO8-based predicted EOP variations, S 2 and P 1 , we use values as explicitly computed from the tide model instead of those computed from the response functions. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth
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We choose to parameterize the EOP response functions by the Fourier series shown in equation (5). The coefficients A, B, and C are independently computed for each of the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal bands, for each EOP (e.g., p 1 , p 2 , and LOD), and each of the associated in-phase and quadrature components, using the tidal frequencies mentioned above.
This approach is motivated by the so-called convolution formalism of Munk and Cartwright [1966] . We also adopt their Fourier series period of 2π/τ, with τ = 2 days. It is worth mentioning that the Groves and Reynolds [1975] orthotide approach was applied to determine the ocean tide EOP response functions for the current IERS conventions [Petit and Luzum, 2010] . In the frequency domain, the convolution, orthotide, and Fourier series approaches are functionally equivalent when using the same number of Fourier series terms. The orthotide approach simply provides basis functions that are orthogonal in the time domain but that are formed as linear combinations of the Fourier series terms given the spectrum of the tide-generating potential. As mentioned earlier, in the diurnal band we explicitly ignore the retrograde component of the predicted tidal variations in polar motion, following conventions that account for these effects in the nutation model.
As shown by Desai and Wahr [1995] , the most important factor in choosing the ocean tide response functions is the number of parameters, namely, degrees of freedom, that are used to represent those functions rather than the functional form. We verified this is also true for the EOP response functions by comparing predicted EOP variations determined from our nominal Fourier series approach in equation (5) with an approach that uses quadratic functions in frequency instead. The amplitudes of resulting differences in the predicted EOPs are less than 0.4 μas in each of the two polar motion parameters (p 1 and p 2 ) and less than 0.4 microseconds in LOD for all tidal frequencies with four exceptions. The amplitudes of the differences at the J 1 , OO 1 , OO 1 nodal modulation, and υ 1 tidal frequencies are 0.6, 1.0, 0.6, and 0.4 μas in polar motion, and 0.8, 1.3, 0.9, and 0.6 μs in LOD. All of these cases have larger frequencies than the K 1 tide. Larger errors in the response functions are expected at frequencies outside of the range spanned by the two bounding frequencies that are used to determine those functions. In our case, the bounding frequencies are Q 1 and K 1 in the diurnal band, and N 2 and K 2 , in the semidiurnal band. Within the range of those bounding frequencies the response functions are essentially interpolating functions, but outside of that range they are extrapolating functions and therefore prone to larger errors. These metrics provide some measure of the interpolation/extrapolation error induced by the response function approach. We note that the software provided with the TPXO8 ocean tide model uses a piecewise-linear interpolation approach for the smooth admittance functions and is an alternative that may be worth considering for extrapolation of the admittances.
The application of the smooth response assumption to the ocean tide angular momentum, instead of the EOPs, would eliminate the need for the response functions to accommodate frequency dependent effects in the conversion to EOPs. For example, the conversion to polar motion in equation (2) is inversely proportional to the tidal frequency. However, this is mitigated by the fact that the smooth response functions are applied over a relatively narrow bandwidth at frequencies that are not close to the resonant frequencies of equation (2) (especially since we are ignoring retrograde diurnal polar motion variations). We have confirmed that applying the smooth response assumption to angular momentum functions instead of the EOPs results in polar motion predictions whose differences have amplitudes of less then 0.1 μas at all except six diurnal frequencies, all of which are in the extrapolation region with frequencies larger than K 1 . Even then, differences are less than 0.6 μas at all frequencies. Differences larger than 0.2 μs in LOD are also limited to those same six frequencies, peaking at 1.1 μs for OO 1 . Tables A1 and A2 provide the resulting TPXO8-based predicted diurnal and semidiurnal variations in polar motion and LOD for those tidal frequencies that have predicted amplitudes larger than 0.1 μas in either p 1 or p 2 , or 0.1 μs in LOD. Values with a precision of one order of magnitude smaller are intentionally used only to avoid roundoff at the cutoff levels. The predicted variations in LOD are computed using equation (6) from Gross [1993] . Both tables provide the same frequencies for the convenience of interconsistency. The phase conventions in Tables A1 and A2 follow that of Tables 8.2 and 8.3 in Petit and Luzum [2010] , again for ease of comparison. With the specified thresholds, we provide 86 diurnal and 73 semidiurnal tidal components, compared to their provision of 41 and 30 respective components. Values from these two tables are also provided as supporting information to this paper in the form of an ASCII text file. For the four semidiurnal tidal components shown in Table 1 the phase conventions are the same as used in Tables A1 and A2 . For the four diurnal tidal components, the Greenwich phase lags used in Table 1 , ϕ, are related to the phase lags of Tables A1 and A2 , say ϕ ', as follows ϕ = ϕ ' À π/2 for Q 1 , O 1 , and P 1 , and ϕ = ϕ ' + π/2 for K 1 .
